
How We Teach Mathematics at Great Rollright 

 

Numicon in Reception 

In reception the children at Great Rollright are taught maths through the teaching resource 
Numicon. Numicon is a range of multi-sensory maths resources that uses imagery and 
models to develop a good understanding of number relationships, patterns and 
generalisations in maths. The Numicon teaching method helps children to reason 
mathematically and solve problems through the use of concrete objects and communication 
to explain and justify mathematical thinking. In addition to this, we also plan for 
opportunities to revisit concepts taught by engaging with children during their free flow play 
based learning time in order that the children can demonstrate their ability to apply their 
new knowledge to everyday situations.  

 

 

 

How we teach Mathematics in Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 

The principles of Inspire 

At Great Rollright, we teach mathematics using the Singapore approach 
through a scheme called ‘Inspire’. Inspire Maths is a mastery program 
that has been carefully developed by leading educational experts and 
correlated to the National Curriculum in England. In Inspire Maths, 
concepts in each topic are carefully developed using Piaget’s 
Assimilation and Accommodation Approach. This ensures enough time is 
given for children to master each concept before they move on to the 
next. 

Piagetian conceptual development takes place over four stages: 

• Learn: Direct teaching to develop knowledge and deep understanding. 

• Guided practice: Informal assessment of children’s understanding. 

• Activity: Help for children to accommodate the concepts and skills learnt. 

• Practice: Further enhancement to the accommodation of concepts and skills. 

The structure of the Inspire Maths programme mirrors these stages through the teaching 
sequence ‘Let’s Learn’, ‘Guided Practice’, ‘Activity’ and ‘Independent Practice’. With this 
structure, children have ample opportunities to practise concepts in Inspire Maths, and the 



scaffolded approach of practice gradually releases the responsibility of learning to the 
children. 

During ‘Guided Practice’, children practise concepts with teacher’s guidance, and you can 
identify those who need immediate intervention, consolidation, further practice or challenge 
to go deeper. This contributes to making learning accessible to all, and by the time children 
reach the second stage of practice, which is done independently, they will be able to answer 
the questions confidently. This cycle of conceptual development repeats each time a new 
concept is introduced so mastery is achieved in a structured and coherent manner, without 
the risk of any child falling behind.  

Inspire is a spiral curriculum, allowing children to build up knowledge and skills over time.  
Children will study an area in depth, and for a long time – perhaps only visiting a topic area 
once within a school year.  But, the extra time spent on the topic mean that children are 
able to master the knowledge required, so that at the end of a unit they have secure and 
long term understanding.  Also, through continued formative assessment, Teachers are able 
to spot children who are finding aspects difficult and provide quick interventions to ensure 
that children are able to keep up with the whole class lessons.  This could be seen as pre-
teaching, or scaffolded support within a lesson. 

As Inspire Maths follows the Singapore maths curriculum progression, it is structured by 
stage rather than by age, so it is not necessary to cover all the content in, for example, 
Inspire Maths 2 in Year 2. Children can continue working on Inspire Maths 2 in Year 3.  At 
the start of each academic year, the appropriate starting point should be considered after 
liaising with the previous class teacher and the needs of the class. 

Challenge for able Mathematicians is embedded throughout Inspire Maths with many open 
tasks, and use of probing questions, requiring pupils to really think deeply about the aspects 
they are studying, find the connections between them, and prove they understand what 
they are doing. 

A key aspect of Inspire maths is that children are taught using the principle of Concrete, 
Pictorial and Abstract (CPA). This is a highly effective approach to teaching that develops a 
deep and sustainable understanding of maths in pupils.  At the concrete stage, maths is 
taught using concrete materials for children to manipulate e.g. Dienes blocks, place value 
counters, fraction bars. Pictorial representations are used as a visual representation of what 
is happening with Maths, both as child created pictorial representations and everyday 
images.  Finally, the children are moved into the Abstract stage where they can use symbols 
to model and solve maths problems.  

Although CPA has three distinct stages, we often go back and forth between them to 
reinforce concepts. We also vary the apparatus and methods of representation used to help 
children develop quicker mental connections between the concrete, pictorial and abstract 
phases.  

We work hard to make sure that children learn and use the correct mathematical vocabulary 
from the beginning.  Reasoning, and use of mathematical vocabulary within sentences is a 
key part of Inspire Maths. 

Other aspects of our daily maths practise include our Daily Maths Challenge where children 
are encouraged to practise and reinforce their learning to improve counting and key mental 
maths skills.  As children go through the school, they also practice arithmetic skills within 
this.  The school subscribes to online resources which give children the chance to practise 
and apply their learning in different contexts, e.g. Times Tables Rockstars.  



This program is being rolled out through the school so in Years 5 and 6, who have not been 
able to study using the Inspire method in KS1, Inspire learning is supplemented by the 
White Rose Hub resources.   

 

 

 

 


